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***NPR Books We Love selection***“If you’re only going to read one Everest book this decade,
make it The Third Pole. . . . A riveting adventure.”—OutsideShivering, exhausted, gasping for
oxygen, beyond doubt . . .A hundred-year mystery lured veteran climber Mark Synnott into an
unlikely expedition up Mount Everest during the spring 2019 season that came to be known as
“the Year Everest Broke.” What he found was a gripping human story of impassioned characters
from around the globe and a mountain that will consume your soul—and your life—if you let
it. The mystery? On June 8, 1924, George Mallory and Sandy Irvine set out to stand on the roof
of the world, where no one had stood before. They were last seen eight hundred feet shy of
Everest’s summit still “going strong” for the top. Could they have succeeded decades before Sir
Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay? Irvine is believed to have carried a Kodak camera with him
to record their attempt, but it, along with his body, had never been found. Did the frozen film in
that camera have a photograph of Mallory and Irvine on the summit before they disappeared into
the clouds, never to be seen again? Kodak says the film might still be viable. . . . Mark Synnott
made his own ascent up the infamous North Face along with his friend Renan Ozturk, a
filmmaker using drones higher than any had previously flown. Readers witness first-hand how
Synnott’s quest led him from oxygen-deprivation training to archives and museums in England,
to Kathmandu, the Tibetan high plateau, and up the North Face into a massive storm. The
infamous traffic jams of climbers at the very summit immediately resulted in tragic deaths.
Sherpas revolted. Chinese officials turned on Synnott’s team. An Indian woman miraculously
crawled her way to frostbitten survival. Synnott himself went off the safety rope—one slip and no
one would have been able to save him—committed to solving the mystery. Eleven climbers died
on Everest that season, all of them mesmerized by an irresistible magic. The Third Pole is a
rapidly accelerating ride to the limitless joy and horror of human obsession.

One of the 57 Most Anticipated Books Of 2021—Elle “Almost seventy years after my father
Tenzing Norgay Sherpa climbed the summit of Chomolungma with the British 1953 Expedition,
Western narratives about Mount Everest continue to be haunted by the question whether it was
Mallory and Irvine who had been the first to stand on the summit. Mark Synnott’s The Third
Pole pursues this mystery and brings us closer to closing this chapter of mountaineering history.
I learned a lot from this book.” —Norbu Tenzing Norgay“The author and adventurer Mark
Synnott skillfully describes early-20th-century exploration, then dives into a story about Everest
that merges mystery, adventure and history into a single tragic bundle... Synnott knows how to
keep readers turning the pages, and they will speed their way to his mystery’s resolution.”—The
New York Times“If you’re only going to read one Everest book this decade, make it The Third
Pole... a riveting adventure.”—Outside“The book is a fascinating tale and forces the reader to



constantly ask themselves, What would I do? in each situation.”—Fodor's“As in his previous
book, the author’s writing comes alive when he recounts life on the mountain...this is a must-
read for outdoor enthusiasts and readers of Everest and exploration history.”—Library Journal,
starred review“[A] hair-raising mountaineering story... A fine tale of adventure and exploration
sure to please any fan of climbing and Everest lore.”—Kirkus, starred review“Synnott weaves
back and forth between the early climbing pioneers' experiences and his 2019 expedition,
harrowing in its own right. A gifted storyteller, he proves firsthand the irresistible lure and perilous
dangers of climbing Mount Everest.”—Booklist“The Third Pole is an elegy of extremes, a white-
knuckle tale of obsession and survival. From the archives of London’s Royal Geographical
Society to a tent battered by howling winds on the edge of the Death Zone, Mark Synnott puts it
all on the line in his quest to solve Mount Everest’s most enduring mystery.”—Susan Casey,
author of national bestsellers The Wave and Voices in the Ocean “A hundred-year-old detective
story with a new twist. A high-altitude adventure. The best Everest book I’ve read since Into Thin
Air. Synnott’s climbing skills take you places few will ever dare to tread, but it’s his writing that will
keep you turning pages well past bedtime.”—Mark Adams, author of Tip of the Iceberg and Turn
Right at Machu Picchu “Join Mark Synnott on a quest for an artifact that could change Everest
mountaineering history. Part detective story, part high adventure, Synnott engages obsessed
historians, dodges Chinese bureaucrats, and ultimately risks his life high on the mountain’s north
face. As the tension rises, he discovers astounding strengths in his fellow climbers, tragic frailty,
and an ineffable truth he never imagined.”—Andy Hall, author of Denali’s HowlAbout the
AuthorMark Synnott is a twenty-five-year member of the North Face Global Athlete Team, an
internationally certified mountain guide and a trainer for the Pararescuemen of the United States
Air Force. A frequent contributor to National Geographic magazine, he is the author of The
Impossible Climb and The Third Pole. He lives in the Mt. Washington Valley of New Hampshire. --
This text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.chapter one Among the Dead The body lay facedown and partly embedded in the
gravel, as if it had fallen into a slab of wet concrete. The head was partly covered in the remnants
of a leather bomber's cap, fringed with orangey yellow hair. Much of the drab, earth-toned
clothing had long ago been torn away by the wind, but bits of fabric still clung to the arms and
around the waist. The entire back was exposed, the skin so clean and virgin white it looked like a
marble statue. The buttocks and thighs had been chewed away by Himalayan ravens, and the
holes gave the body the appearance of a plaster mannequin that had been cracked open with a
hammer. There were obvious signs of suffering. The arms were outstretched, long thin fingers
clawed into the slope. The backs of the hands were the color of leather-in stark contrast to the
rest of the skin, which had no color at all. The right foot, inside a leather hobnailed boot, was
bent at an unnatural angle, where the leg had broken above the boot top. The left leg was
crossed over the right, as if protecting the injured limb. This small, undeniably human gesture is
what struck me most. Whatever had happened to this climber, it seemed he arrived at his final
resting place conscious of his plight. I looked over at my twelve-year-old daughter, Lilla, sitting



next to me in the lecture hall, gripping the armrests of her seat. I put my hand on top of hers. "Are
you okay?" I whispered. She looked up at me with a blank expression and nodded slightly. I
hadn't known this slideshow would be R-rated, and I realized this must be the first time she had
seen a photograph of an actual dead body. I was familiar with the photo. It had made the rounds
on the internet when this long-lost climber, George Mallory, had been discovered high on the
North Face of Mount Everest almost twenty years earlier. Standing on the stage between a
mannequin wearing a yellow one-piece down suit and an orange tent adorned with a New
Hampshire license plate that read 29035 (the elevation in feet of Mount Everest) was my friend
Thom Pollard. His gray hair belied a spryness in his manner and movements. His dress, like his
speech, was typically peppered with nouveau bohemian flourishes, including the string of
Tibetan prayer beads around his neck. But on this night, he wore a navy blue blazer, a tan pair of
chinos, and dress shoes. His beard was trim, his hair combed neatly in place, the dome of his
head shining under the stage lights. My hippie friend was transformed into something like a
college professor on this October evening in 2017, and he carried himself as such, strolling
casually from one side of the stage to the other. I had known Thom since the 1990s, having first
met him through mutual acquaintances shortly after he moved to North Conway, New
Hampshire. We both had young children around the same age, and in a lot of ways, we were
living parallel lives, struggling to make a living doing what we loved. He worked as a cameraman
and filmmaker, and I as a professional climber, mountain guide, and journalist. Our wives were
also friends, who shared a bond that was likely forged from the unique challenges posed by
husbands who frequently traded family duties for global adventures-leaving them to raise young
children in the sticks of New Hampshire, alone. Years later, Thom and I would each end up
paying the predictable price for willfully chasing our dreams. Heartbroken and dazed, our scripts
converged when both of our divorces were finalized at the same court hearing. As it turned out,
Thom was wise to dress up. His talk, titled "Lessons Learned in Pursuit of Everest," had drawn a
crowd of nearly four hundred people. In 2016, a year earlier, he had summited Mount Everest for
the first time at age fifty-four. It was his third attempt. Truth be told, I wasn't interested in Mount
Everest at all. I saw the mountain as a place overrun with inexperienced climbers who stacked
the odds in their favor by outsourcing the most significant risks to the climbing sherpas, who
carried the weight of everyone's egos on their shoulders-and frequently paid with their lives. The
American alpinist Mark Twight summed up the sentiment of many climbers and pundits alike
when he wrote, "I think posers have polluted mountaineering. They replace skills and courage
with cash and equipment. They make the summit, not the style, the yardstick of success . . . Now
I'm embarrassed to call myself a climber, because close on the heels of the admission some
dilettante will ask whether I've read Into Thin Air or done Everest." For me and many other
climbers of my generation, the world's highest mountain was not a worthy objective. But it hadn't
always been that way. When I first started climbing at age fifteen, I quickly became fascinated
with climbing lore. One of the first books I read was All 14 Eight-Thousanders, which told about
Reinhold Messner and Peter Habeler's groundbreaking oxygenless ascent of Mount Everest in



1978. Medical experts had warned them that it was impossible to climb to 29,000 feet without
supplemental oxygen. Even attempting to do so, they said, would cause permanent brain
damage. So Messner and Habeler climbed as fast as they could, then practically ran down the
mountain after they reached the summit. When they arrived in Base Camp, even they were
surprised to find themselves perfectly healthy and mentally intact. After I read his book, Messner
promptly replaced Evel Knievel as my idol. Who cared about jumping the Snake River Canyon in
a rocket car when the roof of the world was waiting for you? The first commercial client on
Everest was Dick Bass, a Texas oilman and rancher who cofounded the Snowbird ski resort in
Utah. In 1985, David Breashears and Ang Phurba Sherpa led the fifty-five-year-old Bass to the
summit via the South Col route, making him the oldest person at the time to climb the mountain
and also the first to climb the highest peaks on each continent-now a popular quest called the
Seven Summits. Unwittingly, Bass had opened Pandora's box, and by the early nineties, several
companies were selling guided Everest ascents. Two of the most successful Everest guides
were Scott Fisher and Rob Hall, both of whom died while guiding clients on the mountain during
the tragic 1996 season. The storm that killed them claimed the lives of six other people and was
soon after memorialized in Jon Krakauer's Into Thin Air. While Krakauer decried the growing
trend of well-heeled Everest clients who had not earned their mountaineering spurs, his book
only brought into the mainstream the idea that you could buy your way to the top of the world. As
a preamble to his Everest talk, Thom had taken us on a quick spin around the globe, from the
French Alps and Denali to Gasherbrum II, an 8,000-meter peak in Pakistan. The story I loved
most was his attempt to sail across the Pacific Ocean-simply to prove it could be done-on a ship
that he and a few companions constructed from 2.5 million totora reeds they cut from the shores
of Lake Titicaca in Peru. Without a motor, the sixty-five-foot sailboat eventually drifted into the
doldrums between South America and Easter Island, where it bobbed for weeks on the glassy
water, making no progress toward its destination. The expeditionÕs official line was that Thom
had bailed onto a Chilean navy vessel after fifty-six days because of a family emergency. But the
emergency, he later told me, was that his wife had threatened to leave him if he didnÕt get home
immediately. I looked again from the corner of my eye at Lilla. She still seemed uncomfortable,
but Thom certainly had her full attention. ÒIt is almost unthinkable with this plan that I shanÕt
get to the top,Ó Mallory wrote to his wife, Ruth, before his team reached Mount Everest in 1924.
ÒI canÕt see myself coming down defeated.Ó The question of whether he and his climbing
partner, Sandy Irvine, might actually have reached the summit twenty-nine years before the
official first ascent in 1953, by Sir Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay, has haunted
mountaineers ever since. The last person to see the two men alive was their teammate, Noel
Odell. Early on the afternoon of June 8, 1924, Odell turned his gaze toward the summit, 3,000
feet above his own position, where Mallory and Irvine were attempting to reach the top. A
swirling veil of clouds had enveloped the upper reaches of the North Face that morning, but as
Odell looked on, the churning cloud cap began to lift. High on the Northeast Ridge, at what he
later approximated to be 28,200 feet, Odell spotted two tiny silhouettes "moving expeditiously"



toward the summit. "My eyes became fixed on one tiny black spot silhouetted on a small snow
crest," he would write on June 13 or 14 in an official dispatch. "The first then approached the
great rock step and shortly emerged on top; the second did likewise. Then the whole fascinating
vision vanished, enveloped in cloud once more." The dream of climbing Everest had captivated
the British elite for years. At a time when the Himalaya was still terra incognita to Westerners, the
idea of scaling the world's highest peak was no less daring than a modern spaceflight to Mars,
with all the pressures and dangers that would come with it. In 1905, Lord Curzon, the viceroy of
India, proposed an expedition to the mountain in a letter to Douglas Freshfield, an accomplished
mountaineer and former president of the Alpine Club. "It has always seemed to me a reproach
that with the second highest mountain in the world for the most part in British territory and with
the highest in a neighboring and friendly state, we, the mountaineers and pioneers par
excellence of the universe, make no sustained and scientific attempt to climb to the top of either
of them . . . I would be prepared to lend every aid the government can give to a thoroughly well-
appointed climbing party, comprised of trained experts with Swiss guides . . . Ought we not be
able to do this?" It wasn't until after World War One, in 1921, that the Alpine Club, in conjunction
with the Royal Geographical Society, formed the Mount Everest Committee. The committee
correctly reasoned that an assault on the world's highest mountain would require a multiyear
effort involving reconnaissance, further surveying, and an army of porters. These logistical
considerations became more complicated when the Nepali government, intent on preserving its
isolation, replied with a firm no to Lord Curzon's request for a permit to approach the mountain
from the south through the Khumbu Valley. Tibet was the only other possibility, but the secretary
of state for India, John Morley, a myopic, "dry as dust" bureaucrat nicknamed "Aunt Priscilla,"
was worried about aggravating tensions with the Chinese and Russians. He forbade Britons
from traveling in Tibet. Access remained the primary obstacle to Everest until the First World
War. In a further affront to the nation's dignity, British exploration was no longer on the leading
edge. A series of British expeditions had been beaten in races to the Northwest Passage and to
both poles of the Earth. In 1848, while seeking a shortcut to the Pacific Ocean, two British ships-
the HMS Erebus and HMS Terror-mysteriously vanished in the Canadian Arctic, with 129 men
on board. In 1909, the American Robert Peary claimed the North Pole. Two years later, a
scrappy, self-funded Norwegian explorer named Roald Amundsen-who had finally solved the
enigma of the Northwest Passage in 1906-beat the Brits at their own game, once again. When
the doomed British Antarctic expedition led by Robert Falcon Scott arrived at the South Pole,
they were greeted by a flapping Norwegian flag firmly planted in the snow. Mount Everest, which
some had dubbed the "Third Pole," offered a last hope for British vindication after the Great War.
The final obstacle, the permit to approach the mountain through Tibet, was granted by the Dalai
Lama in December of 1920. The news broke in British newspapers shortly thereafter. Francis
Younghusband, the president of the Royal Geographical Society, who had led a disastrous
military incursion into Tibet in 1904, believed that for the Everest expedition to be successful, it
needed to capture the imagination of the British public. During an address to the membership of



the RGS, he said that he wanted to get the idea of ascending Mount Everest "enshrined in the
very heart of society." "Our forefathers were terrified of mountains," he said, "and called the most
ordinary peak inaccessible. Nowadays, we refuse to admit that the highest mountain in the world
cannot be scaled, and the man who first stands on the summit of Mount Everest will have raised
the spirit of countless others for generations to come." Indeed, with the help of British
newspapers, the first Mount Everest expedition soon grew into a popular crusade. By the spring
of 1921, the Mount Everest Committee had organized an exploratory expedition to reconnoiter a
route up the mountain. No Westerner had been within forty miles of the peak, and no one had
the foggiest idea how to get to the base, let alone climb it. They did know that a labyrinthine
maze of almost unimaginably huge glaciers guarded access to its slopes. Even if they could find
a way through them, techniques of high-altitude mountaineering were in their infancy. Climbers
of that era used thin ropes made of hemp and other natural fibers, more similar to clothesline
than modern climbing rope. These cords were easily severed and generally used as a token last-
ditch safety measure, the way a guardrail might-or might not-prevent a bus from plummeting
down an embankment. Climbers and mountaineers made a point to never actually put their
ropes to the test. Crampons-metal spikes used for traction on snow and ice-were practically
unworkable because the straps that were used to fasten them to the leather boots restricted
circulation to toes. The all-essential carabiner, a kind of snap shackle used in almost every
imaginable climbing situation, had only recently been invented and had not yet come into
widespread use. No one knew if it was even possible for a human to survive at 29,000 feet, and
indeed, many physiologists of the day were adamant that it was not. The precedent set in 1875
by three French scientists who took off in a hot-air balloon, hoping to set a new altitude record,
was not encouraging. When the balloon landed in a field several hours after takeoff, the
instruments showed that it had reached an altitude of 28,000 feet. But two of the three men were
dead, with their faces blackened and mouths filled with blood. The third, who somehow
survived, had gone deaf. Today, it is obvious that the French scientists died because they had
utterly failed to acclimate to the altitude-a process that can take weeks. At the time, there was
very little awareness of this physiological reality.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Read
more
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Praise for The Third PoleNPR Books We Love 2021 SelectionOne of the 57 Most Anticipated
Books of 2021—ElleSummer’s Most Transporting Books List—NewsweekOne of 5 Action-
Packed New Nonfiction Books for Summer—AARPUltimate Summer Reading List Pick—
E!“Almost seventy years after my father, Tenzing Norgay Sherpa, climbed the summit of
Chomolungma with the British 1953 expedition, Western narratives about Mount Everest
continue to be haunted by the question whether it was Mallory and Irvine who had been the first
to stand on the summit. Mark Synnott’s The Third Pole pursues this mystery and brings us closer
to closing this chapter of mountaineering history. I learned a lot from this book.”—Norbu Tenzing
Norgay“[A] vivid, heart-pounding dispatch from the top of the world.”—Liz Baker, NPR“The
author and adventurer Mark Synnott skillfully describes early twentieth-century exploration, then
dives into a story about Everest that merges mystery, adventure, and history into a single tragic
bundle. . . . Synnott knows how to keep readers turning the pages, and they will speed their way
to his mystery’s resolution.”—The New York Times“If you’re only going to read one Everest book
this decade, make it The Third Pole. . . . A riveting adventure.”—Outside“Uncovers the dangerous
obsession that tackling this behemoth holds today.”—Newsweek“A hold-your-breath story that
features the author’s own hazardous journey and exploration of the motives behind climbers’
obsession with reaching dangerous heights.”—AARP The Magazine“Captivates with mystery
and adventure.”—National Parks Traveler“The book is a fascinating tale and forces the reader to
constantly ask themselves, What would I do? in each situation.”—Fodor’s“Mark Synnott’s new
book . . . is as rewarding as any Everest book can be, with history and geography wonderfully
woven into the author’s own climb, in 2019.”—Air Mail“As in his previous book, the author’s
writing comes alive when he recounts life on the mountain. . . . This is a must-read for outdoor
enthusiasts and readers of Everest and exploration history.”—Library Journal, starred review“[A]
hair-raising mountaineering story . . . A fine tale of adventure and exploration sure to please any
fan of climbing and Everest lore.”—Kirkus Reviews, starred review“Synnott weaves back and
forth between the early climbing pioneers’ experiences and his 2019 expedition, harrowing in its
own right. A gifted storyteller, he proves firsthand the irresistible lure and perilous dangers of
climbing Mount Everest.”—Booklist“The Third Pole is an elegy of extremes, a white-knuckle tale
of obsession and survival. From the archives of London’s Royal Geographical Society to a tent
battered by howling winds on the edge of the Death Zone, Mark Synnott puts it all on the line in
his quest to solve Mount Everest’s most enduring mystery.”—Susan Casey, author of national
bestsellers The Wave and Voices in the Ocean“A hundred-year-old detective story with a new
twist. A high-altitude adventure. The best Everest book I’ve read since Into Thin Air. Synnott’s
climbing skills take you places few will ever dare to tread, but it’s his writing that will keep you
turning pages well past bedtime.”—Mark Adams, author of Tip of the Iceberg and Turn Right at
Machu Picchu“Join Mark Synnott on a quest for an artifact that could change Everest
mountaineering history. Part detective story, part high adventure, Synnott engages obsessed



historians, dodges Chinese bureaucrats, and ultimately risks his life high on the mountain’s
North Face. As the tension rises, he discovers astounding strengths in his fellow climbers, tragic
frailty, and an ineffable truth he never imagined.”—Andy Hall, author of Denali’s Howl“This
account of climbing Mt. Everest from the Tibetan side in search of a climber lost ninety-seven
years ago and a camera that might change everything is both a gripping adventure story and an
engrossing historical mystery.”—Maggie Shipstead, author of Great CircleAn imprint of Penguin
Random House LLCCopyright © 2021 by Mark SynnottPenguin supports copyright. Copyright
fuels creativity, encourages diverse voices, promotes free speech, and creates a vibrant culture.
Thank you for buying an authorized edition of this book and for complying with copyright laws by
not reproducing, scanning, or distributing any part of it in any form without permission. You are
supporting writers and allowing Penguin to continue to publish books for every reader.DUTTON
and the D colophon are registered trademarks of Penguin Random House LLC.Interior
photograph © Renan OzturkArtwork © 2021 by Diamond Productions Inc.Artwork credits: Clay
Wadman, climbingmaps.comDigital compilation by Tor Anderson, TrueNorthDesignworks.comA
portion of this work was originally published in the July 2020 issue of National Geographiclibrary
of congress cataloging-in-publication dataNames: Synnott, Mark, author.Title: The Third Pole :
mystery, obsession, and death on Mount Everest / Mark Synnott.Description: New York : Dutton,
Penguin Random House LLC, 2021. | Includes index.Subjects: LCSH: Mountaineering
expeditions—Everest, Mount (China and Nepal) | Irvine, Andrew, 1902-1924. | Synnott, Mark. |
Mountaineers—Great Britain. | Mountaineers—United States. | Mount Everest Expedition (1924)
| Mountaineering—Everest, Mount (China and Nepal)—History. | Everest, Mount (China and
Nepal)—Description and travel.Classification: LCC GV199.44.E85 S96 2021 (print) | LCC
GV199.44.E85 (ebook) | DDC 796.522092—dc23LC record available atLC ebook record
available atWhile the author has made every effort to provide accurate telephone numbers,
internet addresses, and other contact information at the time of publication, neither the publisher
nor the author assumes any responsibility for errors or for changes that occur after publication.
Further, the publisher does not have any control over and does not assume any responsibility for
author or third-party websites or their content.Cover design by Jason Booher; cover image: Matt
Irvingpid_prh_5.6.1_139713547_c0_r1For Tommy, Lilla, Matt, Will, and
HamptonContentsPraise for The Third PoleProloguePart One Paths to ObsessionChapter One
Among the DeadChapter Two Moscow RulesChapter Three Haut MondeChapter Four The
Redheaded Stepchild of Product TestingChapter Five Damnable HeresyPart Two
AscendingChapter Six Into the Abode of SnowChapter Seven The Miracle HighwayChapter
Eight FaniChapter Nine The Day Everest BrokePart Three Beyond AllChapter Ten KamChapter
Eleven English AirChapter Twelve Above the BrinkChapter Thirteen High EndeavorsChapter
Fourteen HomePostscriptPhotographsNotes on SourcesAcknowledgmentsIndexprologueIt
must have been a little after 2 a.m. The wind had been building steadily through the night, and
the tent fabric was flapping so violently that I thought it would tear apart. The noise made
communication with my climbing partners impossible, even though the three of us were tightly



pressed against each other in the darkness. There was nothing to say anyway.My head throbbed
and nausea tickled the back of my throat. I felt like I was suffering from the flu and a terrible
hangover at the same time. I tried to calm my churning stomach by inhaling deeply, but the
supercooled air bit hard into my chest and set off a dry, rattling cough that was impossible to
control.Earlier, after a ferocious gust flattened the tent for the third or fourth time, Jim had
struggled out of his sleeping bag and put on his boots. He was preparing for the worst. I had just
lain there, watching him. Trapped in a deadly storm at 23,000 feet on the North Face of Mount
Everest, I couldn’t imagine where he thought he would go, or how he would get there without
being blown off the mountain.I turned on my headlamp. Ice particles danced in the beam like the
inside of a snow globe. Then, from high above, came a sound unlike anything I had ever heard in
the mountains before—a deep, menacing rumble, like a rocket taking off. Seconds later, a
furious gust of icy wind flattened our tent, and I was pressed so hard into my air mattress that the
ice beneath it seared into my cheek. The tent poles cracked and our tiny shelter collapsed
around us. I prayed that the thin bamboo stakes securing us to the slope would continue to hold
as the wind picked up speed.When the sun finally rose, I struggled to sit up. The crumpled tent
was draped over my aching head. Jim lay next to me, curled up in a fetal position. I bumped his
leg to make sure he was still alive. He groaned. Matt, his beard sheathed in ice, looked up at me
with glowing red eyes.I found the door, unzipped it, and crawled outside. The camp was
devastated. Every tent I could see had been smashed or broken. I looked up and saw a tent
flying, inexplicably, hundreds of feet above us in the still-swirling wind. I sucked in a breath and
was immediately doubled over with another coughing spasm.It had taken me months of
constant work to get here. I had leveraged the goodwill of my family, flown 8,000 miles across
the globe, and helped haul in over two tons of gear to camps across the mountain. Now all I
could think was: What the hell am I doing here?—Nearly a century earlier, another group of
climbers wrestled with their own doubts. It was 1924, and the third British expedition to Mount
Everest was not going well. A deep low-pressure system, which had stalled to the west of the
Himalayas, had been pummeling the mountain for weeks with high winds and heavy snowfall.
One storm in particular was so severe, porters had been forced to drop their loads along the icy
path to Camp III, scattering the team’s essential supplies.The British had established a staging
camp on the North Col, not far from where our battered tents were now. By the beginning of
June, they had made two attempts to reach the summit. Both were valiant efforts, but each had
failed, neither getting higher than 28,126 feet—still almost 1,000 vertical feet shy of the top. They
were running out of time. Would the summer monsoon hold off long enough for one final assault?
The youngest member of the British team, Andrew “Sandy” Irvine, had taken ill. He was suffering
from diarrhea and a face badly burned and chapped by the strong sun and relentless wind. And
yet, when George Mallory, the team’s best climber, invited Irvine to join him for the last go at the
summit, he rallied. Equipped with the newfangled oxygen sets that Irvine had been tinkering with
for weeks, the pair set off from a high camp on the morning of June 8. Later that day, a teammate
spotted them “going strong” for the top, high on the Northeast Ridge.They were never seen alive



again.—Ever since that doomed expedition, all climbers who challenge Everest have faced the
unforgiving and brutal realities of the peak. As a veteran of the Battle of the Somme in the First
World War, George Mallory can be taken at his word when he wrote that climbing Mount Everest
was “more like war than sport.”Over the ensuing decades, hundreds of men and women have
perished on the mountain’s slopes, most in the aptly named “Death Zone” above 8,000 meters
(26,247 feet). Many of their bodies still litter the standard climbing routes. Every single dead
climber was drawn to Everest for their own reasons—be it vanity, money, or some other
obsession. Wouldn’t every one of them have asked at some point: Why am I here?My own
answer was multilayered. There was personal ambition, of course, which always has something
to do with vanity and ego. But my team had another mission. We were on assignment for
National Geographic, searching for a ghost. George Mallory’s body was discovered on Everest’s
North Face in 1999, but his partner, Sandy Irvine, had never been found. We were searching for
his final resting spot, and the ancient Kodak camera that he may have carried. It was like looking
for a needle in a frozen haystack. But if we could find the camera and the film was salvageable, it
just might hold an image that would rewrite history.I know it sounds crazy.We weren’t the first to
do this. A number of other teams had searched for that camera over the years. All had come up
empty. But we were armed with new evidence, powerful new technology, and a solid plan to
scour the mountain in a way that no one had before.And I suppose it’s not surprising that I found
something I wasn’t expecting on the roof of the world. Everest turned out to be a window on the
best of humanity. And the worst.part onePATHS TO OBSESSIONchapter oneAmong the
DeadThe body lay facedown and partly embedded in the gravel, as if it had fallen into a slab of
wet concrete. The head was partly covered in the remnants of a leather bomber’s cap, fringed
with orangey yellow hair. Much of the drab, earth-toned clothing had long ago been torn away by
the wind, but bits of fabric still clung to the arms and around the waist. The entire back was
exposed, the skin so clean and virgin white it looked like a marble statue. The buttocks and
thighs had been chewed away by Himalayan ravens, and the holes gave the body the
appearance of a plaster mannequin that had been cracked open with a hammer.There were
obvious signs of suffering. The arms were outstretched, long thin fingers clawed into the slope.
The backs of the hands were the color of leather—in stark contrast to the rest of the skin, which
had no color at all. The right foot, inside a leather hobnailed boot, was bent at an unnatural
angle, where the leg had broken above the boot top. The left leg was crossed over the right, as if
protecting the injured limb. This small, undeniably human gesture is what struck me most.
Whatever had happened to this climber, it seemed he arrived at his final resting place conscious
of his plight.I looked over at my twelve-year-old daughter, Lilla, sitting next to me in the lecture
hall, gripping the armrests of her seat. I put my hand on top of hers. “Are you okay?” I whispered.
She looked up at me with a blank expression and nodded slightly. I hadn’t known this slideshow
would be R-rated, and I realized this must be the first time she had seen a photograph of an
actual dead body. I was familiar with the photo. It had made the rounds on the internet when this
long-lost climber, George Mallory, had been discovered high on the North Face of Mount



Everest almost twenty years earlier.Standing on the stage between a mannequin wearing a
yellow one-piece down suit and an orange tent adorned with a New Hampshire license plate that
read 29035 (the elevation in feet of Mount Everest) was my friend Thom Pollard. His gray hair
belied a spryness in his manner and movements. His dress, like his speech, was typically
peppered with nouveau bohemian flourishes, including the string of Tibetan prayer beads
around his neck. But on this night, he wore a navy blue blazer, a tan pair of chinos, and dress
shoes. His beard was trim, his hair combed neatly in place, the dome of his head shining under
the stage lights. My hippie friend was transformed into something like a college professor on this
October evening in 2017, and he carried himself as such, strolling casually from one side of the
stage to the other.I had known Thom since the 1990s, having first met him through mutual
acquaintances shortly after he moved to North Conway, New Hampshire. We both had young
children around the same age, and in a lot of ways, we were living parallel lives, struggling to
make a living doing what we loved. He worked as a cameraman and filmmaker, and I as a
professional climber, mountain guide, and journalist. Our wives were also friends, who shared a
bond that was likely forged from the unique challenges posed by husbands who frequently
traded family duties for global adventures—leaving them to raise young children in the sticks of
New Hampshire, alone. Years later, Thom and I would each end up paying the predictable price
for willfully chasing our dreams. Heartbroken and dazed, our scripts converged when both of our
divorces were finalized at the same court hearing.As it turned out, Thom was wise to dress up.
His talk, titled “Lessons Learned in Pursuit of Everest,” had drawn a crowd of nearly four hundred
people. In 2016, a year earlier, he had summited Mount Everest for the first time at age fifty-four.
It was his third attempt.Truth be told, I wasn’t interested in Mount Everest at all. I saw the
mountain as a place overrun with inexperienced climbers who stacked the odds in their favor by
outsourcing the most significant risks to the climbing sherpas, who carried the weight of
everyone’s egos on their shoulders—and frequently paid with their lives. The American alpinist
Mark Twight summed up the sentiment of many climbers and pundits alike when he wrote, “I
think posers have polluted mountaineering. They replace skills and courage with cash and
equipment. They make the summit, not the style, the yardstick of success . . . Now I’m
embarrassed to call myself a climber, because close on the heels of the admission some
dilettante will ask whether I’ve read Into Thin Air or done Everest.” For me and many other
climbers of my generation, the world’s highest mountain was not a worthy objective.But it hadn’t
always been that way.When I first started climbing at age fifteen, I quickly became fascinated
with climbing lore. One of the first books I read was All 14 Eight-Thousanders, which told about
Reinhold Messner and Peter Habeler’s groundbreaking oxygenless ascent of Mount Everest in
1978. Medical experts had warned them that it was impossible to climb to 29,000 feet without
supplemental oxygen. Even attempting to do so, they said, would cause permanent brain
damage. So Messner and Habeler climbed as fast as they could, then practically ran down the
mountain after they reached the summit. When they arrived in Base Camp, even they were
surprised to find themselves perfectly healthy and mentally intact. After I read his book, Messner



promptly replaced Evel Knievel as my idol. Who cared about jumping the Snake River Canyon in
a rocket car when the roof of the world was waiting for you?The first commercial client on
Everest was Dick Bass, a Texas oilman and rancher who cofounded the Snowbird ski resort in
Utah. In 1985, David Breashears and Ang Phurba Sherpa led the fifty-five-year-old Bass to the
summit via the South Col route, making him the oldest person at the time to climb the mountain
and also the first to climb the highest peaks on each continent—now a popular quest called the
Seven Summits. Unwittingly, Bass had opened Pandora’s box, and by the early nineties, several
companies were selling guided Everest ascents. Two of the most successful Everest guides
were Scott Fisher and Rob Hall, both of whom died while guiding clients on the mountain during
the tragic 1996 season. The storm that killed them claimed the lives of six other people and was
soon after memorialized in Jon Krakauer’s Into Thin Air. While Krakauer decried the growing
trend of well-heeled Everest clients who had not earned their mountaineering spurs, his book
only brought into the mainstream the idea that you could buy your way to the top of the world.—
As a preamble to his Everest talk, Thom had taken us on a quick spin around the globe, from the
French Alps and Denali to Gasherbrum II, an 8,000-meter peak in Pakistan. The story I loved
most was his attempt to sail across the Pacific Ocean—simply to prove it could be done—on a
ship that he and a few companions constructed from 2.5 million totora reeds they cut from the
shores of Lake Titicaca in Peru. Without a motor, the sixty-five-foot sailboat eventually drifted
into the doldrums between South America and Easter Island, where it bobbed for weeks on the
glassy water, making no progress toward its destination. The expedition’s official line was that
Thom had bailed onto a Chilean navy vessel after fifty-six days because of a family emergency.
But the emergency, he later told me, was that his wife had threatened to leave him if he didn’t get
home immediately.I looked again from the corner of my eye at Lilla. She still seemed
uncomfortable, but Thom certainly had her full attention.—“It is almost unthinkable with this plan
that I shan’t get to the top,” Mallory wrote to his wife, Ruth, before his team reached Mount
Everest in 1924. “I can’t see myself coming down defeated.”The question of whether he and his
climbing partner, Sandy Irvine, might actually have reached the summit twenty-nine years before
the official first ascent in 1953, by Sir Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay, has haunted
mountaineers ever since. The last person to see the two men alive was their teammate, Noel
Odell. Early on the afternoon of June 8, 1924, Odell turned his gaze toward the summit, 3,000
feet above his own position, where Mallory and Irvine were attempting to reach the top. A
swirling veil of clouds had enveloped the upper reaches of the North Face that morning, but as
Odell looked on, the churning cloud cap began to lift. High on the Northeast Ridge, at what he
later approximated to be 28,200 feet, Odell spotted two tiny silhouettes “moving expeditiously”
toward the summit. “My eyes became fixed on one tiny black spot silhouetted on a small snow
crest,” he would write on June 13 or 14 in an official dispatch. “The first then approached the
great rock step and shortly emerged on top; the second did likewise. Then the whole fascinating
vision vanished, enveloped in cloud once more.”The dream of climbing Everest had captivated
the British elite for years. At a time when the Himalaya was still terra incognita to Westerners, the



idea of scaling the world’s highest peak was no less daring than a modern spaceflight to Mars,
with all the pressures and dangers that would come with it. In 1905, Lord Curzon, the viceroy of
India, proposed an expedition to the mountain in a letter to Douglas Freshfield, an accomplished
mountaineer and former president of the Alpine Club. “It has always seemed to me a reproach
that with the second highest mountain in the world for the most part in British territory and with
the highest in a neighboring and friendly state, we, the mountaineers and pioneers par
excellence of the universe, make no sustained and scientific attempt to climb to the top of either
of them . . . I would be prepared to lend every aid the government can give to a thoroughly well-
appointed climbing party, comprised of trained experts with Swiss guides . . . Ought we not be
able to do this?”It wasn’t until after World War One, in 1921, that the Alpine Club, in conjunction
with the Royal Geographical Society, formed the Mount Everest Committee. The committee
correctly reasoned that an assault on the world’s highest mountain would require a multiyear
effort involving reconnaissance, further surveying, and an army of porters. These logistical
considerations became more complicated when the Nepali government, intent on preserving its
isolation, replied with a firm no to Lord Curzon’s request for a permit to approach the mountain
from the south through the Khumbu Valley. Tibet was the only other possibility, but the secretary
of state for India, John Morley, a myopic, “dry as dust” bureaucrat nicknamed “Aunt Priscilla,” was
worried about aggravating tensions with the Chinese and Russians. He forbade Britons from
traveling in Tibet. Access remained the primary obstacle to Everest until the First World War.In a
further affront to the nation’s dignity, British exploration was no longer on the leading edge. A
series of British expeditions had been beaten in races to the Northwest Passage and to both
poles of the Earth.In 1848, while seeking a shortcut to the Pacific Ocean, two British ships—the
HMS Erebus and HMS Terror—mysteriously vanished in the Canadian Arctic, with 129 men on
board. In 1909, the American Robert Peary claimed the North Pole. Two years later, a scrappy,
self-funded Norwegian explorer named Roald Amundsen—who had finally solved the enigma of
the Northwest Passage in 1906—beat the Brits at their own game, once again. When the
doomed British Antarctic expedition led by Robert Falcon Scott arrived at the South Pole, they
were greeted by a flapping Norwegian flag firmly planted in the snow.Mount Everest, which
some had dubbed the “Third Pole,” offered a last hope for British vindication after the Great War.
The final obstacle, the permit to approach the mountain through Tibet, was granted by the Dalai
Lama in December of 1920. The news broke in British newspapers shortly thereafter. Francis
Younghusband, the president of the Royal Geographical Society, who had led a disastrous
military incursion into Tibet in 1904, believed that for the Everest expedition to be successful, it
needed to capture the imagination of the British public. During an address to the membership of
the RGS, he said that he wanted to get the idea of ascending Mount Everest “enshrined in the
very heart of society.”“Our forefathers were terrified of mountains,” he said, “and called the most
ordinary peak inaccessible. Nowadays, we refuse to admit that the highest mountain in the world
cannot be scaled, and the man who first stands on the summit of Mount Everest will have raised
the spirit of countless others for generations to come.” Indeed, with the help of British



newspapers, the first Mount Everest expedition soon grew into a popular crusade.By the spring
of 1921, the Mount Everest Committee had organized an exploratory expedition to reconnoiter a
route up the mountain. No Westerner had been within forty miles of the peak, and no one had
the foggiest idea how to get to the base, let alone climb it. They did know that a labyrinthine
maze of almost unimaginably huge glaciers guarded access to its slopes. Even if they could find
a way through them, techniques of high-altitude mountaineering were in their infancy. Climbers
of that era used thin ropes made of hemp and other natural fibers, more similar to clothesline
than modern climbing rope. These cords were easily severed and generally used as a token last-
ditch safety measure, the way a guardrail might—or might not—prevent a bus from plummeting
down an embankment. Climbers and mountaineers made a point to never actually put their
ropes to the test. Crampons—metal spikes used for traction on snow and ice—were practically
unworkable because the straps that were used to fasten them to the leather boots restricted
circulation to toes. The all-essential carabiner, a kind of snap shackle used in almost every
imaginable climbing situation, had only recently been invented and had not yet come into
widespread use.No one knew if it was even possible for a human to survive at 29,000 feet, and
indeed, many physiologists of the day were adamant that it was not. The precedent set in 1875
by three French scientists who took off in a hot-air balloon, hoping to set a new altitude record,
was not encouraging. When the balloon landed in a field several hours after takeoff, the
instruments showed that it had reached an altitude of 28,000 feet. But two of the three men were
dead, with their faces blackened and mouths filled with blood. The third, who somehow
survived, had gone deaf. Today, it is obvious that the French scientists died because they had
utterly failed to acclimate to the altitude—a process that can take weeks. At the time, there was
very little awareness of this physiological reality.Despite these unknowns, George Mallory and
his teammates on the first British Mount Everest expedition in 1921 made significant advances.
Overcoming many obstacles, he and his climbing partner, Guy Bullock, reached a high point of
23,000 feet on a glacial col separating the North Ridge of Everest from an adjacent 7,000-meter
peak called Changtse. The men turned back 6,000 feet below the summit, but they had
discovered a feasible route. A year later, Mallory was back. Using supplemental oxygen sets for
the first time in mountaineering history, two of his teammates set a new altitude record of 27,300
feet. But on the team’s final bid for the summit, the climbers were caught in an avalanche,
resulting in the deaths of seven local porters who had supported the expedition. Many held
Mallory, who had led this final assault, responsible for the tragedy. But when he returned home,
the Mount Everest Committee nonetheless shipped him off to the United States on a lecture tour.
And it was on this visit, when a reporter from the New York Times asked Mallory why he wanted
to climb Mount Everest, that he quipped, “Because it’s there.”From hard experience in 1921 and
1922, the Mount Everest Committee had concluded that packing its teams with veteran
mountaineers who had held high-ranking commands during the Great War, men now in their
forties and fifties, was not working. These men may have had decades of alpine experience and
more than proven their valor in battle, but they were simply too old to climb at elevations above



25,000 feet. In ’21 and ’22, Mallory had been considered the young gun, chosen primarily for his
technical climbing talent as well as the fact that he had distinguished himself as a lieutenant in
the Royal Garrison Artillery during the Great War. Now the committee decided that Mallory was
almost too old himself, at age thirty-seven, and that they should find him a younger partner. The
committee settled on a tow-headed twenty-one-year-old rower and chemistry student from
Oxford University. Andrew “Sandy” Irvine was a precocious engineer and outstanding athlete. He
impressed the committee with his evident pluck, even if he had almost no mountaineering
experience and had never been higher than 5,500 feet above sea level.—So, what exactly
happened to Mallory and Irvine on June 8, 1924? Was it possible that they were the first people
to stand on top of the world? Seventy-five years after the third British Expedition ended in
tragedy, an international team led by Eric Simonson, a veteran climber and guide from Seattle,
who had summited Everest via the Northeast Ridge in 1991, set out for Tibet to find the answer.
The team included several strong American mountaineers as well as a German mountaineering
historian named Jochen Hemmleb. The expedition had come about through a collaborative
effort among Hemmleb, Simonson, a publishing executive named Larry Johnston, and a Briton
named Graham Hoyland—a journalist for the BBC who was the great-nephew of 1924
expedition member Howard Somervell. A deal was struck in which the expedition would be
filmed by both the BBC and Nova, the PBS science-based documentary television series. Thom
Pollard was hired by Nova as one of the expedition cameramen.The 1999 Mallory and Irvine
Research Expedition focused on finding the camera that Mallory and Irvine carried as they
disappeared into the clouds—the same object that would become the source of my own
obsession nearly twenty years later. On June 5, 1924, Howard Somervell reported loaning his
Vest Pocket Kodak (VPK) to George Mallory in Camp IV on the North Col. Somervell had just
returned from his own historic summit attempt, during which his partner Edward Norton, the
expedition leader, had reached 28,126 feet (8,572 meters) without the use of supplemental
oxygen. The notoriously absentminded Mallory, who was staging for his own final bid with Sandy
Irvine, had forgotten his camera in one of the lower camps.Before departing for China,
Simonson had contacted experts to see if it might be possible to develop film from the camera.
Technicians at Eastman Kodak told him that if the VPK body was intact, the film, which would
have been deep-frozen for decades, might still be salvageable. They recommended carrying
desiccant, a foil bag, and a cooler of dry ice for transporting the film home.Their hope was to find
the camera and develop the film. If it showed Mallory or Irvine standing triumphantly on the
summit, the history of the world’s tallest mountain would have to be rewritten.The team historian,
Jochen Hemmleb, though only twenty-seven years old, was one of the world’s leading
authorities on the Mallory and Irvine mystery. By piecing together all the various clues, he had
narrowed the search zone to an area the size of ten football fields (about thirteen acres) near the
top of the North Face. One of the most important pieces of evidence was the eyewitness
account of a Chinese climber named Wang Hongbao, who had reported finding the body of an
old “Engish, English” dead at 26,576 feet, when he had wandered off the Northeast Ridge route



in 1975 in search of a missing teammate. At the time, no other bodies were known to be that
high on the north side of the mountain, so the corpse Hongbao had seen could only be one of
the lost British climbers.By examining aerial photographs and maps of the mountain, Hemmleb
had determined that the approximate location where Hongbao had seen this body was almost
directly in the fall line from where an ice axe, believed to be Sandy Irvine’s, had been found in
1933 on the Northeast Ridge. The British made several more unsuccessful attempts to climb the
mountain in the 1930s, and during the first of this second round of expeditions, climber Percy
Wyn-Harris found the axe at 28,000 feet on a slab of rock 60 feet below the crest of the ridge.
The 1933 team assumed that this location marked the scene of a fatal accident. In his book,
Everest 1933, the leader of the expedition, Hugh Ruttledge, speculated that the axe was either
“accidentally dropped when a slip occurred or that its owner put it down possibly in order to have
both hands free to hold the rope.” He went on to explain that the slabs below the axe’s location
are not steep, but the rock is smooth and much of it is covered in loose pebbles. If a slip
happened, it could easily have proved catastrophic. If Ruttledge’s theory is correct, and Mallory
and Irvine were roped together at the time, it’s possible that one of them fell from this location
and pulled the other off with him.But even more important to Hemmleb was fixing the location of
the Chinese Camp VI from which Hongbao had wandered in 1975 in search of his missing
teammate. By orienting the search team relative to this camp, Hemmleb believed he could put
the searchers in Hongbao’s footsteps. Everything pointed to a snow terrace on the lower end of
the Yellow Band, a distinctive layer of yellowish-brown limestone that encircles the mountain like
a golden ring between 26,000 and 28,000 feet.—One of the searchers was the American alpinist
Conrad Anker. On the first day of searching, May 1, 1999, Anker looked up toward the skyline of
the Northeast Ridge, more than 1,000 feet above him, to the approximate area where Irvine’s ice
axe had been found. If a body fell from up there, where would it end up? It appeared to Anker
that there was a natural catchment basin to his west, in the direction of a deep snow gully known
as the Norton Couloir. He soon found a badly mangled body in a purple down suit, but it was
immediately obvious from the clothing and modern clip-on crampons that it wasn’t Mallory or
Irvine. Soon thereafter, Anker found another body, this one also contemporary and similarly
crumpled, with its head hanging downhill. When Anker leaned in close to see the face, he found
himself staring into the empty eye sockets of a skeleton—birds had eaten away all the
flesh.Anker continued searching the basin. A few minutes later, he felt something strange, sort of
like déjà vu. He’d later tell me that it was probably just the delay between what he saw in the
periphery of his vision and when his oxygen-starved brain processed the information, but he
said he definitely experienced a moment when he sensed the body before consciously seeing it.
Over to his right, about forty feet away, was something the color of “alabaster, a light absorbing
white, like matte rather than gloss at the paint store.” When he was ten feet away, he realized he
was looking at the bare backside of a long-deceased man. One glance at the body and he knew
that this was no modern climber. The clothing, most of which had disintegrated, was obviously
very old—but the leather hobnailed boot told Anker this was a climber from the earliest British



Everest expeditions. This is it, he said to himself. This is Sandy Irvine.Jake Norton, a twenty-five-
year-old mountain guide from Massachusetts, was the first to arrive. When he was about twenty
feet away, he stopped to take a photo of Anker standing over the body. There seemed to be no
doubt that the body lying before them was the same one that Hongbao had discovered in 1975.
And since it lay below the location where the ice axe was found in 1933, it was presumed to be
Irvine. The man’s hair was bleach blond and this gave them more certainty; Irvine had been
nicknamed “Sandy” because of his light-colored hair. Norton was so convinced that he sat down
and began pecking out a tombstone on a chunk of shale that read: sandy irvine 1902–
1924.When Andy Politz and the other searchers, Tap Richards and Dave Hahn, finally arrived,
they were initially speechless. Everyone had been hopeful of finding something, on account of
the strength of Hemmleb’s research and the fact that the mountain had less snow that year than
anyone had ever seen on the north side. But still, they all knew that the odds of a successful
outcome were long. And yet here they were, less than ninety minutes into the search.The first
clue as to what might have happened was the fifteen-foot length of flax rope tangled around the
body. Norton noticed bruising and rope-imprinted indentations on the left side of the torso.
Closer inspection revealed broken ribs.Most of the clothing was shredded by decades of
exposure to ultraviolet rays, but the collar of the shirt was still intact. Curious about what brand it
might be, Norton turned out the collar and discovered a laundry label that read: g. mallory. “Wait,”
he said, “this is George Mallory!”To which Dave Hahn replied breathlessly, “Really!? Oh my God,
oh my God!”—It was fortuitous that Mallory was lying facedown. Technicians at Eastman Kodak
had speculated that the best-case scenario for viability of the film would be if the body had
shielded the camera from cosmic rays. The problem was that over the ensuing decades, the
corpse had practically become one with the slope. Richards and Norton began chipping away at
the rock-hard matrix of ice and gravel around the perimeter of the body, while Anker pulled
upward from the legs. The frozen-stiff corpse finally creaked and broke free from the slope. Dust
wafted around the team as more of the natural-fiber clothing disintegrated.While Anker held the
lower half of the body in the air, Richards and Norton reached under the torso and began
checking the various pockets. Unlike the backside, where most of the garments had been
stripped away, the chest was still fully clothed. Mallory and Irvine had set off for the summit that
day wearing four layers on their legs and six on their upper bodies: silk underwear, wool pants
with puttees, a wool sweater, and as outerwear, a gabardine coat. Norton was rifling through the
pockets when his hand closed around something square and hard in a small pouch hanging
from the neck. “I think I’ve found something,” he said. A jolt of electricity went through the group.
Could this be the VPK? The pouch didn’t want to come loose, so Norton cut it open with his
knife. A second later, he held the item in his hand for everyone to see. Alas, it was not the
camera but a tin of “savoury meat lozenges”—the 1920s version of an energy bar.Richards and
Norton continued sifting through the pockets, bringing forth a trove of artifacts. After an hour or
so, Norton pulled out a handkerchief from an inside chest pocket. Decorated with a floral
burgundy, blue, and purple pattern, the initials GLM were embroidered on its edge in blue



thread. Wrapped inside it were three letters, all addressed to George Mallory. One of them was
from Mallory’s wife, Ruth, and another from his brother, Trafford. The third was from a woman
named Stella Cobden-Sanderson. This was undeniably Mallory’s body, not Irvine’s.Norton
pulled forth an altimeter, checking to see if it might miraculously have stopped recording at
29,000 feet. But it was smashed and missing its front glass and needle. The other items included
a sewing kit, a bone-handled jackknife, a box of still operational Swan Vestas—“the smoker’s
match”—a tube of zinc oxide, a small pair of scissors, and the stub of a pencil, which Mallory
had used to make notes on the back of one of the envelopes about the oxygen levels in each of
their cylinders.The most interesting item was a pair of goggles with dented aluminum frames,
wire mesh side shields and wine-bottle-green lenses. Politz recognized that this was an
important clue. The fact that Mallory was carrying these in his pocket suggested that the fall
probably took place late in the day, perhaps even at night.Another clue as to what might have
happened on June 8, 1924, was what the search team didn’t find. According to Mallory’s family,
he carried a photograph of Ruth with him on the mountain, and he had made it known that if he
managed to stand on top of the world, he would leave her picture on top. Was it possible that the
reason they didn’t find it wrapped in that floral-patterned handkerchief was because Mallory had
indeed left it on the summit earlier that day?There was also no sign of the camera. Howard
Somervell had reported handing the VPK to Mallory, but there is a rationale that it may have
ended up with Irvine. He was the better photographer and would more likely be the one taking
the summit photo rather than posing for it.So, where was Sandy Irvine? The severed rope still
knotted to Mallory’s waist suggested that he had been tied to his young partner when he came
to grief. And the injury to his torso seemed a sure sign that at some point, Mallory had come up
hard on that rope. Perhaps Irvine had let go of his ice axe while trying to arrest Mallory’s fall and
then the rope had parted as the pair tumbled a thousand vertical feet down through the Yellow
Band. But if that was the case, Mallory’s body should have been more badly damaged, like the
other bodies the team had found on the snow terrace. In all likelihood, repeated impacts from
such a fall would have killed him before he came to rest at this spot. The arrangement of his
body and limbs—head uphill, arms outstretched above his head with fingers clawed into the
slope, one leg crossed over the injured other—suggested that he was conscious, and
desperately trying to save himself when he reached this spot.The team could only conclude that
the answer to how these two men met their demise wasn’t as simple as a single fall from the ice-
axe location.—When Anker found Mallory’s body, Thom Pollard was on his way down to
Advanced Base Camp (ABC). Earlier that morning, he had filmed his teammates as they set off
from Camp II at 25,200 feet in the early morning alpenglow. It was only after stowing his camera
that he had noticed a problem with his oxygen apparatus. He had yelled to Jake Norton, who
was about 300 feet above him, but Norton never heard him above the wind, and Thom didn’t
have a radio. So Thom reluctantly headed down the mountain, not up with the rest of the
team.After the discovery, the search team had gone quiet on the radio. They knew that other
teams were monitoring their transmissions, so a decision was made to cease all communication.



So Thom and Simonson didn’t know exactly what had transpired, only that it was something big.
Hahn’s last words over the radio before signing off had been: “Thanks, Jochen. You’re going to
be a happy man.”When Anker and the others later strolled into camp, Simonson looked at them
expectantly. But no one said anything because there were strangers nearby. After zipping
themselves into the dining tent, Hahn, Norton, and Politz began pulling artifacts out of their
packs. The first one they handed to Simonson was an old faded envelope. It was addressed to
Mr. George Leigh Mallory in fancy cursive handwriting. Simonson’s face lit up with a huge
smile.The next morning, the whole team was relaxing in the dining tent. It was a warm sunny day,
so the door was tied back. Thom sat near the opening, gazing out at the trail that ran straight
through their camp. A man walking by looked into the tent and called out to them.“Hey,
congratulations.”“What are you talking about?” asked Thom.“The discovery. You guys found
Mallory.”“How do you know about that?”“I was listening to the BBC and there was an interview
with Ed Hillary congratulating you guys.”Unbeknownst to Thom, Simonson and Dave Hahn had
posted a dispatch the night before, announcing the discovery on a website called Mountain
Zone that specialized in real-time coverage of Everest and other high-altitude expeditions. The
post included a digital image of Mallory’s corpse lying facedown in the gravel. Hahn had divided
the image into a dozen pieces to get it small enough to be transmitted through the modem on
their satellite phone. Simonson says he hadn’t wanted to announce the discovery so soon, but a
producer for Nova named Liesl Clark, who was in Base Camp, had posted her own dispatch on
the Nova website and had quoted Hahn telling Jochen, “You’re going to be a happy man.” Word
was already spreading fast and since Mountain Zone was supposed to have the exclusive on
any breaking news from the expedition, Simonson felt he had no choice but to go public.Within
minutes of the dispatch going live, Mountain Zone’s site logged a million hits per hour. George
Mallory’s body became front-page news around the world. The fact that the men who had found
Mallory were still on the mountain and planning to head back up to search for Irvine and the
camera added the element of real-time suspense and drama of the story, turning it into a global
sensation.So far, the only photograph of Mallory that had been published was the tiny 100-
kilobyte file that Hahn had spent an entire night uploading. Hahn, who had been submitting
dispatches and photos throughout the expedition, was shooting with a digital camera, but most
of the others were using 35-millimeter film. Back in Base Camp, Simonson collected everyone’s
film, as agreed upon before the expedition, so it could be carried back to the US by a trekker and
submitted to a stock agency that would control the distribution of the images to the media.
Within twenty-four hours of the first dispatch, a bidding war had erupted among several
publications, including Time, Newsweek, Life, National Geographic, and various British tabloids
and newspapers. Life and National Geographic had even offered a six-figure payment, in
advance, for the photos from the Kodak VPK—which hadn’t even been found yet.Thom says that
numbers were discussed and that he was told his share could be $10,000, possibly more.
“People were scrabbling for whatever money they could get,” says Thom. “I’m not proud of the
fact that I was one of them.” On the surface, everyone was being civil, but according to Thom,



the team was breaking into factions and “there was a war brewing underneath” about who would
control the story and the windfall now in the offing.On May 8, Hahn’s low-res digital photo of
Mallory was published in the Sun, a British tabloid owned by Rupert Murdoch. Anker, for one,
was appalled. He had advocated strongly for the photo to be sold to National Geographic
magazine, since he believed the editors there would handle its publication tastefully. Apparently,
they had been outbid.Meanwhile, Simonson had been emailing with Mallory’s grandson, George
Mallory II, who lived in Australia. Before the expedition, Simonson had asked the family for
permission to obtain a DNA sample if his team happened to find the body. Anker had used his
knife to cut a small piece of flesh from Mallory’s arm. When George Mallory II heard that his
grandfather had been found, he initially sent an email to the team expressing his “heartfelt
thanks.” But that was before he had seen the photo in the Sun. According to Thom, on May 8,
Mallory sent another email, this time conveying his deep disappointment that the effort to find his
grandfather might have been motivated by money. In an interview that same day with the
Observer, he said, “Frankly, it makes me bloody angry.”As word spread that the team had sold
the photo to the highest bidder, the backlash was swift and furious. Sir Chris Bonington, who led
the British expedition that made the first ascent of Everest’s Southwest Face in 1975, told the
Observer: “Words cannot express how disgusted I am. These people don’t deserve to be called
climbers.”Thom took some time to himself that night to record these events and his thoughts
about them in his journal. “The drama . . . of the expedition, as if it couldn’t heighten any more,
appears to be taking off into orbit.”—Two weeks after the discovery, the entire team was back up
on the mountain amidst a swirl of controversy. The original plan had been to search for Irvine and
the camera on this second rotation, but a storm on May 8 had blanketed the mountain with snow.
The team decided that in the mountain’s current condition, searching further for Irvine would be
futile.That same storm had caught three Ukrainian climbers on their descent after they had
summited without supplemental oxygen. One of the men had disappeared. His partners thought
he had broken through a cornice and fallen down the remote and seldom-climbed Kangshung
Face, on the east side of the mountain. The other two, suffering from frostbite and high-altitude
cerebral edema, spent a night in the open above 27,000 feet. In the morning, they were barely
able to move. Most of the other expeditions mobilized for the ensuing rescue, including several
members of Simonson’s team. Anker and Hahn helped lower the Ukrainians down from the
North Col in makeshift litters. They eventually made it down safely. Anker and Hahn’s efforts, in
addition to those of many other climbers on the mountain, most certainly saved their lives. When
the surviving Ukranian climbers finally reached a hospital, their frostbitten fingers and toes were
amputated. Their lost companion was never seen again.The effort had cost Simonson’s team
time and energy—commodities that are always in limited supply on Mount Everest. He decided
to split the team into two parties, making the most of what was left. Anker, Hahn, Norton, and
Richards would go for the summit, searching for any signs that Mallory and Irvine might have
reached the upper section of the Northeast Ridge. Along the way, Anker would try to free climb a
notorious feature known as the Second Step to ascertain whether Mallory could have done it



with his rudimentary equipment—a subject that had been fiercely debated for decades.The
Northeast Ridge has three distinct rock crags, known as the First, Second, and Third Steps. Of
the three, the Second Step is by far the most difficult. It has long been held that if Mallory and
Irvine could have surmounted it, as Odell originally reported they had, there would have been no
further technical difficulties to stop them from summiting. In 1975, the Chinese installed an
aluminum ladder on the Second Step, and ever since, climbers have used it to clamber past the
most difficult section of this vertical cliff. Anker planned to forgo the ladder and climb the rock
itself, as Mallory and Irvine would have done.A second party, which included Thom, would return
to the site of Mallory’s final resting place to search the body again. In the days since the
discovery, the team had decided that the first searchers hadn’t completely exhausted the
possibility of finding the camera. By bringing along a metal detector, they now hoped to conduct
a more thorough search of the area.On May 16, both teams arrived at Camp III at 27,200 feet.
While Anker and the others set up camp, Thom and Politz set off to find Mallory. They traversed
west, descending as they maneuvered across a 35-degree slope interspersed with sections of
firm snow and loose plates of stone that skittered out from under their crampons. They climbed
unroped, fully aware that if either of them slipped or stumbled, the next stop would be in a
gaping crevasse at the base of the North Face—6,000 feet below.Thom caught up with Politz
after the pair had descended about 500 feet. Politz was standing on a rubble-covered ledge,
looking confused. “I can’t find him,” he said. “Let’s split up and meet at that rock. If we haven’t
found him by then we’ll bail and come back tomorrow.” Half an hour later, Thom saw Politz
staring intently at the ground. Moving closer, he noticed a mound of rock with a bone-white lower
leg sticking out of it. Not knowing whether anyone would be coming back, the first search team
had attempted to pay its respects to the legendary climber by piling rocks on top of the body.Up
until that moment, Thom had thought of the expedition as simply a “gig” and Mallory as an
historical figure. But now, as he and Politz uncovered the man’s remains, Thom saw Mallory as a
fellow climber, and he was struck by a feeling of kinship.The original party had done the heavy
work of digging the body out of the frozen slope, so it took only a few minutes for them to
dismantle the makeshift grave and lift Mallory’s body into the air. As it came loose from the
gravel, Thom had to cover his mouth to avoid breathing in dust from Mallory’s pulverized
clothing.They lifted Mallory by the legs. As rigid as a plank of wood, the corpse hinged off the
arms, which meant the entire front of the body, including the face, was free of the slope. Thom
slid his fingers into Mallory’s pants pocket and immediately found a round-faced watch with a
thin leather band, an important artifact that had been overlooked by Jake Norton and Tap
Richards. The crystal and minute hand were missing, but Thom noted that the hour hand (which
would fall off later, when they were carrying it off the mountain) was pointing between one and
two. Thom dug around in the pocket to see if there was any broken glass, but he found nothing,
suggesting the crystal had broken somewhere along the climb. This meant that Mallory must
have been doing okay at the time, as he would have had to remove his heavy wool mittens to
take off the watch and place it in his pocket. Thom thought about the crux of the Second Step,



which he knew to be a six-inch-wide crack running vertically up the cliff. If Mallory had climbed it,
he surmised, he likely would have jammed his left arm into that crack. Noel Odell had reported
seeing Mallory surmounting this feature at 12:50 p.m., so the timing matched up, more or less.
Was this how the watch crystal had broken?After going through all the pockets and finding
nothing else, Thom decided that he wanted to look at Mallory’s face, which the first team had
chosen not to do. Maybe he would see something that couldn’t be detected by feel. Maybe this
was Irvine, who for some reason was wearing his partner’s clothing. Politz was getting tired from
holding the corpse, so Thom used his ice axe like a brace to prop the body in the air. He then got
on his back and shinnied underneath headfirst, like a car mechanic slipping under a vehicle.
Sharp rocks dug into his back. He worried he was tearing his down suit.Thom initially got so
close to Mallory’s face that he actually had to back off a bit to bring it into focus. The nose was
slightly flattened from decades of being pressed into frozen gravel, but otherwise, the impossibly
handsome face that Mallory’s friend Lytton Strachey once described as “the mystery of Botticelli,
the refinement and delicacy of a Chinese print, the youth and piquancy of an unimaginable
English boy” was perfectly preserved. His eyes were closed. His chin was covered in black
stubble, which Thom touched with the tip of his finger, noting that it felt like three-or-four-days’
worth of growth. There was no sign of frostbite in any of the telltale spots—the tip of the nose,
cheeks, earlobes. But above his right eye, Thom insists that he saw a horrific wound, a hole
about the size of a half-dollar that went right through the skull, with jagged edges rimmed with
bits of bone and blood. “I actually felt a sense of relief when I saw it,” says Thom, “because it was
clearly a mortal wound. Whatever had caused it, Mallory could not have lived long afterwards.”
Thom considered taking a photo of Mallory’s face, but after the photo that had been published in
the Sun and all the outrage that had rained down on the team as a result, he balked.He would
later regret his decision not to document the wound he saw in Mallory’s head. Politz never saw it
(he was searching the surrounding area—to no avail—with the metal detector at the time), and
eyewitness accounts at high altitude are notoriously unreliable. When they were back at their
tent that night and Thom brought it up, Politz didn’t remember any mention of the wound while
they were examining the body. Thom remains adamant that the wound was real and not a
figment of his imagination, or a play of shadows on his altitude-addled eyes. And he did record it
in his journal shortly afterward. Most Everest historians have accepted his account. But the fact
is that he and Politz did not flip the body over, so they never got a clear view of Mallory’s face.
And the existence of a gaping hole in the head potentially conflicts with the conclusions of
others (including my own) that Mallory must have been conscious and still struggling to save
himself before he succumbed.When they had finished searching the body, Thom and Politz
covered it with rocks as well as they could. As they hiked down the mountain toward Camp II,
Thom stopped and looked back at the gravesite—now about seventy-five feet above him. It
wasn’t a proper burial, as there simply weren’t enough stones in the vicinity to fully bury the
body. This fact bothered Thom more than anything else.—Thom called me a few days after his
lecture to get a critique, and it was during this conversation that he filled in a lot of details he had



left out that night in Maine. “That image of his leg sticking in the air, it still haunts me to this day,”
he said. “I’ve always felt that if I ever went back to the north side of Everest, I would finish the
job.”“Are you thinking about going back someday?” I asked. Thom had already been to Everest
three times. I assumed now that he had finally made the summit, he would retire from high-
altitude mountaineering. After all, he was fifty-six years old. Why would he want to go back
again?“I thought you knew,” Thom said. “I’ve been trying for years to get funding for another
expedition to look for Sandy Irvine and the camera. And I’ve always wanted to summit from the
north.”I was aware that subsequent teams had gone looking for Irvine on several occasions in
the years since Mallory had been found. Most of the 1999 team, except Thom and Anker, had
taken part in a second search expedition in 2001. They had found Mallory and Irvine’s final camp
at 26,700 feet on the North Ridge, where a few more artifacts were unearthed—a sock with the
name Norton on it, a piece of rubber tubing and two leather straps with buckles—but nothing
that gave them any more clues about what happened the day Mallory and Irvine disappeared.
Norton and Hahn had tried again in 2004, and that same season another team led by the
veteran Sherpa Chhiring Dorje was also looking around in the Yellow Band. Most recently,
Hemmleb led two more Irvine search expeditions in 2010 and 2011. Despite all this effort and
resources, not a trace of Irvine had been found.I was skeptical. “You don’t think you could
actually find him, do you?”“What if I had a critical piece of information that no one else has had?”
Thom replied.“Like what?”He paused for a few seconds.“Like the exact location of the
body.”chapter twoMoscow RulesOn a chilly December evening in 2018, Thom and I stood in the
driveway of the Westleigh condominium complex in Litchfield, Connecticut. Thom gestured
toward the back bumper of the white Subaru Outback parked in the driveway. The Connecticut
plate read 29002.“I don’t get it,” I said. “Isn’t Everest 29,035 feet high?”“It is now, but back in the
1920s, it was thought to be 29,002.”I’d known since a freshman geology class that the Himalaya,
the world’s youngest and tallest mountain range, is still pushing upward as the Indian
subcontinent crashes into Asia proper. I had always liked the idea that the most ferocious
mountains on Earth, rising to altitudes barely attainable by even the strongest mountaineers,
have yet to reach their full stature. Geologists aren’t in perfect agreement as to the exact growth
rate, but the consensus seems to be about half a centimeter per year. If the mountain has grown
at this rate as an average, it may have increased in height by approximately sixteen feet over the
past millennia.Thom and I had driven more than six hours to Litchfield to visit Tom Holzel, a
seventy-eight-year-old entrepreneur, inventor, and Everest enthusiast who has devoted
considerable time over the past forty years to solving the Mallory and Irvine mystery.Thom and I
had been talking about Everest almost every day since he first dangled the possibility that he
knew the exact location of Sandy Irvine’s body. It was Holzel, an old friend of Thom’s, who had
supposedly figured it out. And, as Thom had recently told me, Holzel hoped to recruit some
climbers that could be his boots on the ground to continue his detective work up on the
mountain. A few days earlier, he had texted Thom a “top secret” set of GPS coordinates.—My
bookshelf included the stories of James Cook, Ernest Shackleton, Roald Amundsen, and many



other great explorers like them. But I had overlooked Mallory and Irvine. I suppose I just hadn’t
taken much interest in the history of Everest due to the mountain’s modern stigma.But in the
weeks following Thom’s slideshow and our subsequent conversation, as the story of Mallory and
Irvine percolated through my mind, I came to see these early Everest pioneers in a new light.
Their attempt to claim the Third Pole at a time before equipment and clothing were up to the task
was as noble and courageous as any of the other exploratory exploits that had long fascinated
me.Eventually, I gave in and ordered half a dozen books on the subject: Into the Silence,
Fearless on Everest, The Wildest Dream, Detectives on Everest, The Lost Explorer, The Mystery
of Mallory and Irvine, and The Fight for Everest 1924.So was I now coming under the Everest
spell? Initially, I had dismissed Thom’s claim of knowing the exact location of Irvine’s body; it
held little relevance for me. But now that I had cracked open the lid, the Everest box would not
close. Thom’s implicit invitation to join him on what he hoped would be another expedition began
to intrigue me. Then it built into something more.—Several months earlier, on a balmy summer
evening, my wife, Hampton, and I were having dinner at a restaurant near our home. By now, I’d
read most of those Everest books, and I couldn’t stop thinking about the idea of joining Thom in
trying to find Sandy Irvine. Up until a moment ago, when I had mentioned the possibility of
mounting an Everest expedition to look for a nearly 100-year-old dead body, we had been
enjoying a rare date night.“Everest?” she said. “Really? That seems so unoriginal and not you.
Hasn’t everyone already been there and done that?”I launched into a detailed explanation of the
Mallory and Irvine mystery, and how this wasn’t going to be your typical Everest expedition. By
the time I got to the part about the camera, and the possibility that I might one day find myself in
a darkroom watching as images taken on June 8, 1924, materialized in the developing tray, I
could tell by Hampton’s posture and the light in her eyes that she was intrigued.“But I thought
you weren’t interested in climbing mountains like Everest and K2,” she said. “You told me you
were retired from Himalayan climbing when we first started dating.”“Well, at the time, I truly didn’t
think I would ever want to go to Everest. And technically, I’m not actually climbing the mountain.
I’m doing high-altitude archaeology. Also, at this point this is only an idea.”Hampton took a sip of
her drink and stared back at me, chewing the inside of her cheek. I had put her in an awkward
position, and we both knew it. In the decade before she met me, she hadn’t lived in the same
town for more than a year and had even spent a couple seasons working in New Zealand, during
which she racked up nearly seven hundred consecutive ski days. She made the decision to quit
her job in the outdoor industry when our son, Tommy, was born in 2016, and the transition from
having a successful career and an adventure-driven lifestyle to being a stay-at-home mom had
not been easy. The upshot, though, was that with her newfound freedom, she and Tommy had
been able to join me on many of my trips. Tommy already had stamps in his passport from three
continents and had been to Japan twice. Unfortunately, that model wouldn’t work this time. Base
Camp on the north side is at 17,000 feet—no one in their right mind would bring a toddler to that
elevation.I’d had many conversations similar to this one with my first wife, Lauren. She and I
were together for almost all of my professional climbing career—during which time I went on



more than thirty international expeditions that kept me away from home for weeks or months at a
time. We had three children who were now eighteen, fifteen, and twelve (Lilla, the youngest, had
accompanied me to Thom’s lecture). While I always asked Lauren for her blessings before going
on a big trip, and she had never once overtly withheld them, I knew all along that she yearned for
the day that I would decide to step away from expedition climbing and focus instead on our
growing family.Over the years, a quiet resentment built up. It got old, those pitying looks from
other parents at the grammar school when Lauren went to parents’ night alone, or the hundredth
person asked at the post office, “So, where’s Mark this time?” On the gray days when she had
the flu, or the car was broken, or the kids were melting down, I was happily ensconced in the
middle of nowhere, chasing my dreams of adventure.“Who’s getting anything out of these climbs
other than you?” she once asked me.In the fall of 2012, after a monthlong exploratory sailing and
climbing expedition to the Musandam Peninsula in Oman, I came home to a particularly frosty
reception. The kids were excited about their souvenirs, but Lauren was distant.“Aren’t you glad
I’m home?” I finally asked.“Honestly, I was happier when you weren’t here,” she said.We started
seeing a counselor. Then one day she handed me a manila envelope with the name of a law firm
stickered onto the front.Now, looking over at Hampton, I wondered if I was following the same
patterns that had already ruined one marriage. Was this too big an ask? After all, I was pushing
fifty. I had a hernia and a bum knee. And I didn’t have life insurance. As a professional climber, it
was impossible to get a policy we could afford.Hampton was leaning back in her chair, looking
relaxed with her legs crossed and a predinner gin and tonic in her hand. Just as I started to
worry that I had ruined our night, she looked up at me. “If this is something you really want to do,”
she said, “then you should definitely do it.” As I sat there wondering if she really meant it, a smile
came over her face. “But if you’re going to Everest next year, Tommy and I are going big too.”—
Holzel’s dog, a Sheltie named Tuckerman, went berserk when Thom and I stepped inside the
front door. He ran around in circles, barking as I shook hands with his owner, who was looking
well for a guy just shy of eighty. Holzel stood over six feet tall and had a full head of light brown
hair barely tinged with gray. His eyes, though, were red-rimmed and rheumy, framed by purplish
bags that looked almost like bruises. I wondered if this was the price you pay for spending
decades poring over old journals, maps, and black-and-white photos from the 1920s.Holzel had
dusted off the mystery of who first summited Everest in a controversial article he wrote for the
UK’s Mountain magazine in 1971. He posited that Mallory could have summited by taking
Irvine’s remaining oxygen and sending him back down alone. This speculation raised the
hackles of the British mountaineering establishment, whose members generally revere Mallory.
Abandoning one’s partner in this way would have been decidedly unsporting. Holzel also
asserted that the mystery could be solved by searching the snow terrace below where Irvine’s
ice axe was found in 1933, but, again, it wasn’t the British way to go looking for the bodies of
long-dead mountaineers. When the Sunday Times ran a story on Holzel’s article, it prompted
weeks of angry letters. And the recriminations never quite died out. One Holzel hater in 2007
warned against letting “Americans with an electronic thesaurus on their computers near topics



and people they simply don’t understand . . . It’s like seeing a drunk using post boxes as
supports as they stagger erratically down the street.”Holzel first became interested in the Mallory
and Irvine mystery after reading a brief account of the 1924 climb in the New Yorker. This led him
to the New York Public Library, where he found The Fight for Everest 1924 as well as two Mallory
biographies. He puzzled over why none of these books had undertaken a detailed analysis of
the accident that must have befallen the two climbers.In May 1975, Holzel drafted a letter to the
United States Liaison Office in Peking, China, asking if the US government could help him to
secure a permit for a Mallory and Irvine search expedition. He still has the reply, which he says is
one of his most prized possessions. “I have read with great interest your letter of May 1st
concerning the Atlantic Alpine Clubs desire to explore the fate of the two British climbers,
Mallory and Irvine. It is a fascinating project, but one, I fear, that faces many obstacles. As I am
sure you are aware, the People’s Republic of China has never allowed foreign climbers to
operate from the Chinese side of the Himalayan mountain chain. Although I could be wrong on
this, it is my recollection that the Chinese have never even publicly acknowledged that foreign
climbers have reached the summit of Mount Everest. Finally, the region of southwest China, and
particularly Tibet, has been closed to foreigners for many years . . . The entire area is one of
great political and military sensitivity for the Chinese.” The letter was signed, “With Best
Regards, George Bush, Chief U.S. Liaison Office.” In the margin, handwritten in black ink, Bush
senior had added, “Your letter was as fine a letter as we’ve ever gotten here. Wish I could help.”A
decade later, however, the Chinese had softened their position toward Western climbers. The
first ascent of Everest’s north side by a non-Chinese team occurred in 1980 when a Japanese
team climbed a direct route up the North Face via the Hornbein Couloir. In 1986, Holzel put
together a well-funded Mallory and Irvine search expedition. But he and his co-leader, Audrey
Salkeld, an author and fellow Everest historian, hoping to have the mountain to themselves,
slated the expedition for the fall, and an unusually heavy monsoon had left the mountain buried
in snow. The climbing team, led by filmmaker David Breashears, never got above 25,000 feet. If
conditions had been better, they might have found Mallory. According to Holzel, when Conrad
Anker discovered Mallory’s body, the location was within roughly 100 feet of where Holzel had
speculated it would lie.—After tossing our stuff in adjacent guest rooms, we made for the living
room, where Holzel was waiting for us. In the hallway outside the kitchen, I stopped to admire a
framed black-and-white portrait of George Mallory and his wife, Ruth. I’d seen it before. The
photo was taken in 1917 when Mallory was home on leave from his garrison on the Western
Front—a snapshot from the days before their lives would be taken over by Mallory’s obsession
with Everest. Mallory is in the foreground, wearing his army uniform. Ruth is behind him, her face
partly shaded and slightly out of focus. Both of them are staring intently into the camera, their
eyes wide, mouths unsmiling.We didn’t know exactly what Holzel drank but wanted to come
bearing gifts, so Thom and I had brought a bottle of Tito’s vodka, some Japanese whisky, and a
twelve-pack of Stella Artois. Holzel wanted none of it. “I’m a Beck’s man,” he said, heading for the
kitchen. He returned a few minutes later with his preferred beer and three glasses. “No drinking



out of the bottle in this house,” he said.We sat around a glass-topped coffee table upon which
Holzel had laid out three copies of a typewritten document. I picked one up and read the title
page:CONSIDERATIONS IN RECOVERING THE VPK CAMERA[Practice “Moscow
Rules”]Holzel saw the quizzical look on my face and explained that the Moscow Rules were
developed during the Cold War by American spies working in the Soviet Union. There were ten.
The last one was: Keep your options open.I leafed through Holzel’s “manifesto,” as Thom had
already dubbed it. The document read like a legal brief, with numbered points, lettered
subpoints, and so on. Line one read:OPERATIONAL SECRECY IS PARAMOUNT. Any
suggestions of an imminent VPK camera search will cause an immediate rush of hangers-on
wanting to join the search, reports to media, government agencies etc.—any of which may alert
Chinese authorities—and cause cancellation of your permit.I looked over at Holzel, who was
reclined on the couch with his legs crossed, beer held high. “Are you saying that if we tell the
Chinese that we’re looking for Sandy Irvine, they won’t give us a permit?”“Absolutely, and if they
discover that you found the camera, they will want it; $400,000 was the last bid and that was in
1999. Imagine how much it’s worth now.”Thom reckoned a million.“The best thing to do is just
say you’re climbing; you’ve got a cameraman who likes to do sunsets. Just make up any bullshit
you want. You’ve got to keep this thing hermetic because if anybody finds out, by the time you
get to Kathmandu, there will be a goddamn reception committee at the airplane wanting to join
the expedition.”“If we can’t tell anyone what we’re doing, how are we supposed to get this
funded?” asked Thom.“You know the old quote, right?” said Holzel. “‘To succeed, you have to
break the rules.’ You have to understand that there are some questionable legalities. I don’t
mean you’re going to do anything that’s overtly illegal, but this whole issue is fraught with people
who want to sue.”“Over what?”“Ownership of the camera, of course. Read point number
four.”Thom slipped on his glasses and read aloud: “If the VPK camera is found, say a prayer to
your favorite god because you are going to be in for a whirlwind of shit.”“You have to understand
that there are half a dozen parties who claim ownership of the camera and any photos that might
be on it,” Holzel said. “Years ago, the senior copyright lawyer at Microsoft, who was an amateur
climber, did an interesting study on this question, and he basically said that it’s a complete
quagmire. The copyright laws have changed two or three times since [1924], you have British
law versus American law, and the fact that all of the people directly involved are now dead. This
guy is one of the top legal minds in the country and he essentially said that he had no idea how it
would be adjudicated. And you know what that means, it means that muscle is what wins. Not
law.”“Why did he take this up?”“For the same reason that I did, because it’s fun.”“To avoid all this,
we were thinking we could go to England to tell the family and people like Chris Bonington about
our expedition and hopefully get their buy-in,” I said.“For God’s sake, don’t do it,” Holzel said.
“There’s absolutely nothing to be gained and everything to be lost. The entire British
mountaineering establishment will be aflame with this news. Go to page three.”We all flipped
forward in the document to an April 15, 2001, headline from the Guardian: outrage as climbers
bid to find everest hero’s body. I would later pull up the story. The subtitle summed up the gist of



it: “Eric Simonson’s team was accused of grave robbing after he sold pictures of Mallory’s
corpse on Everest. Now he’s back to find the second body, disgusting many who believe Sandy
Irvine should rest in peace.”—Holzel’s theory as to the whereabouts of Irvine’s body, I would
learn that night, was based on two eyewitness accounts. One was a Sherpa named Chhiring
Dorje who reported stumbling upon an old dead body wearing faded green “army-colored”
clothing at 8,400 meters on the Northeast Ridge in 1995. The other account was from a Chinese
climber named Xu Jing, who claimed he saw a body high on the North Face of Mount Everest on
May 24, 1960. Xu was the deputy leader of the Chinese expedition that claimed the first ascent
of Everest’s north side. Like seemingly every other clue to have surfaced in the Mallory and
Irvine mystery, however, Xu and Chhiring’s purported sightings are fraught with vagaries and
inconsistencies.In August of 2001, Eric Simonson and Jochen Hemmleb were in Beijing
researching the 1960 Chinese Everest expedition. The pair had recently returned from the
second Mallory and Irvine Research Expedition, which, unlike the 1999 effort, failed to find
anything of real significance. At the headquarters of the Chinese Mountaineering Association,
the pair sat down with Xu Jing and other members of the 1960 team. Xu explained, through a
translator, that he was supposed to go to the summit with the four other climbers of the summit
team. But shortly after setting off from high camp at almost 28,000 feet, he had turned back
because he wasn’t feeling well. Oxygen deprived, borderline hypothermic, and barely
functioning, he began his retreat off the mountain. Almost immediately, Xu veered off the
established route onto what he thought might be a shortcut down through the Yellow Band.
Hemmleb recalls that as Xu described his harrowing descent in Chinese, he suddenly became
animated and pressed his arms to his side to describe an outstretched body. Hemmleb and
Simonson turned anxiously to the translator to find out what Xu was talking about. In the
translator’s words: “At that time, he looked . . . there is a body . . . in a sleeping bag. That person
is frozen there.”According to the transcript of the interview, which Hemmleb shared with me, Xu
described the location as “a slight ditch on the ridge.” Xu picked up a book, opened it, and ran
his finger down the gutter, to show that he had seen the body inside a crevice-like feature. (Two
years later, in an interview with the Sunday Times, Xu was more precise: “I found his body in a
crack one meter wide, with steep cliffs on both sides. He was in a sleeping bag, as if he was
taking shelter, fell asleep and never awoke. His body was intact but his skin (face) was
blackened. He was facing up.”)Hemmleb pulled out a photo of the Northeast Ridge and asked
Xu to point out where he had seen the body. Xu indicated that the body he had seen was at
approximately 8,300 to 8,400 meters. Hemmleb then pointed out where they had found Mallory
on the 8,200-meter snow terrace. Xu looked up and said, “Where’s Irvine?” According to
Hemmleb, it was at this moment that Xu realized that he had discovered the remains of Sandy
Irvine.This was the first time anyone in the Western world had directly queried the Chinese about
finding traces of the early British expeditions. But how much stock should we put in Xu’s
account? It had been more than four decades since the Chinese expedition, and by his own
admission—quite understandably—Xu’s memory was a bit fuzzy on a lot of the details. High



altitude has an insidious way of muddling one’s mind, blurring the line between real and
imaginary. In particular, the detail about the body being in a sleeping bag seems to discredit the
sighting. The sleeping bags used by Mallory and Irvine weighed about ten pounds, and we can
be reasonably certain that they did not carry one on their dash for the summit. They were already
burdened enough by the clunky oxygen sets, and no other summit parties during the 1920s
expeditions carried bivouac gear. Holzel thinks that this detail may well have been a conflation
with the earlier sighting in 1960 of the remains of Maurice Wilson. Wilson was a British eccentric
and self-described mystic who declared in 1933 that he would fly to Mount Everest and then
climb the mountain alone—despite the fact that he had no experience as an aviator or a
mountaineer. No one knows exactly how he met his demise, but his remains were found by the
1935 British expedition, wrapped in a sleeping bag, at 22,000 feet below the North Col. The
body was buried in a crevasse.At the time of the interview, Xu insisted that he had never told
anyone before then that he had spotted an old dead body high on Everest. And that probably
would have remained an accepted fact were it not for one fanatical researcher who came across
another reference to Xu’s sighting while digging through decades-old newsletters from the St.
Petersburg Alpine Club.In 1965, the Russian Geographical Society, based in what was then
Leningrad, invited Wang Fuzhou, another member of the 1960 team and one of the three who
summited, to give a lecture about the first ascent of Everest’s North Face. Toward the end of his
presentation, Fuzhou remarked: “At an altitude of about 8,600 meters we found the corpse of a
European.” According to a translation of the newsletter, Fuzhou’s remark set the audience
aflame. The Russians knew their Everest history and understood immediately that Fuzhou was
sharing something sensational—the first sighting of the lost British climbers. At the conclusion of
the lecture, the floor was opened to questions. The very first one was: How did they know the
body was that of a European?“He was wearing braces,” replied Fuzhou.Braces, of course, is the
British term for suspenders. There is a well-known photograph of Sandy Irvine, standing outside
the Shekar Dzong Monastery in April of 1924, as the team neared the end of its 300-mile
overland trek to the mountain. Irvine, wearing a felt hat and a long-sleeve button-down flannel
shirt, stands in front of a lean-to with his hand resting on one of the oxygen sets. Hanging from
his waist, dropped from his shoulders, is a pair of suspenders.I held up my hand to stop Holzel,
who was into his second Beck’s. “Wait a second. So it was known in 1965 that the Chinese had
found an old body high on the mountain, but then this sighting was lost to obscurity until
2001?”“That’s right. I mean, who reads the St. Petersburg Alpine Club Journal?” said
Holzel.“Well, you, apparently.”—When the Chinese made the first ascent of Everest’s North Face
in 1960, no one had set foot on that side of the mountain for more than twenty years. After the
tragedy of 1924 and a subsequent strain on relations with Tibet, the British took a nine-year
hiatus before launching four more Everest expeditions between 1933 and 1938. Despite strong
teams stacked with legendary climbers like Percy Wyn-Harris, Eric Shipton, Frank Smythe, and
Bill Tilman, no one was able to best Edward Norton’s oxygenless high point from 1924. It was
almost as if there were an invisible ceiling at 28,000 feet, protecting Everest’s throne room from



the scrabbling hands of mortal man. With each failed attempt, the mountain’s mystique
grew.Nazi Germany’s invasion of Poland on September 1, 1939, put Great Britain’s Everest
ambitions on hold for the next decade. By the time the Mount Everest Committee was ready to
start ramping back up for another attempt, the geopolitical situation was drastically altered and
the People’s Republic of China, under the leadership of Mao Zedong, had taken control of Tibet
and closed its borders to foreigners. Soon after, the British gained access to Everest’s south side
via Nepal, which offered a route deemed easier than the Northeast Ridge. And so, Westerners
all but gave up on climbing the mountain from the Chinese side.China is surrounded by
mountain ranges that define its borders with neighboring countries, many of which were
unfriendly in the years following World War Two. Taking a cue from the Soviets, the Chinese
began organizing training camps with an eye toward developing a corps of elite mountain troops.
In 1955, the Chinese adopted mountaineering as an official government-sanctioned sport, like
gymnastics or track and field, and began organizing state-funded climbing camps. Both the
Chinese and the Soviets had their eye on the ultimate prize, the first ascent of Everest’s North
Face. Plans were laid for a joint Sino-Soviet reconnaissance expedition in 1958 as a precursor to
a full-blown attempt in 1959. To help bring China’s best mountaineers quickly up to the level of
their Russian counterparts, a number of Chinese were invited to attend Soviet training camps in
the Caucasus Mountains and the Pamirs. At these camps the Chinese were trained by expert
Russian climbers, including Vitaly Abalakov, the legendary mountaineer and inventor who had
been arrested by the Soviet Ministry of Internal Affairs in the late 1930s for being a propagandist
of Western climbing techniques.The reconnaissance took place in November of 1958, but the
expedition slated for the following year was scuttled after an uprising in Lhasa and the Dalai
Lama’s subsequent exile from Tibet. By the time the expedition was launched in the spring of
1960, relations between the Chinese and Soviet governments had soured. The team that
showed up on the Rongbuk Glacier via a new 248-mile road was a purely Chinese affair. It was a
quasi-military operation comprising 214 people, a third of whom were Tibetans. Most of the
climbers on the team had only two years of mountaineering experience.According to the official
expedition report, four climbers set off on the morning of May 24 from their high camp at 8,500
meters (27,887 feet). (The report makes no mention of Xu Jing, probably because he turned
back almost immediately.) The team included a lumberjack, a fireman, a geologist, and a
Tibetan soldier. They soon arrived at the base of the Second Step, a sheer wall of vertical rock.
Liu Lienman, the fireman, took the lead. As he had been taught by the Russians, he reached
above his head and hammered a piton into a small fissure in the limestone. After clipping his
rope to this anchor with a carabiner, he grappled with an icy, six- to eight-inch-wide crack
capped with an overhanging block. Four times in a row, the crack spit him out and he swung onto
the piton, which creaked as it took his weight but held firm. Defeated and utterly exhausted, Liu
handed the lead to Qu Yinhua, the lumberjack. Qu managed to secure a second piton, but he
too was soon foiled. Wang Fuzhou, the geologist, also had a go but fared no better.
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Michael Tracy, “A subtle masterpiece on Everest written in the post-truth style. Mark Synnott
adds a bunch of information to the mystery of Mallory and Irvine, but does so in a subtle method
that is necessary in the post-truth era we live in.For instance, he starts by praising the 1999
search team for finding Mallory's body -- which is the conventional narrative which everyone
expects. He then proceeds to systematically take apart everything you thought you knew about
the incident. He provides a detailed and gruesome account of how Mallory's body was ripped
from the ice causing the searchers to choke on the dust of the disintegrating remains. He
describes in chilling detail how one climber crawls underneaths Mallory's body to stroke his face
with his hand and possibly inventing, from thin air, one of the major mysteries surrounding
Mallory's death. And he goes further to dismantle nearly everything you thought you knew about
this mystery.Synnott also sets up a larger allegory for his own search out to the "Holzel" slot to
illustrate a point about Mallory's climb. It is a very subtle point, but Synnott does not provide any
photos of his excursion to the slot, and people have been curious as to whether he actually
made it all the way there. But that is just the point Synnott is trying to make. Do you really need
a photo to know what happened?The books answers a lot of questions, but for every one it
answers, it poses two or three more. Most importantly, it illustrates how to convey information in
the post-truth world. If you are a Mallory and Irvine fan, this book is a must read. If you are not
really familiar with the 1924 expedition, it provides enough background and signal points to
follow along, and a couple simple searches on the internet can explain why he goes into such
detail on seemingly trivial points.This is a thinking person's book. If you think it is just about
some people climbing a mountain, you are missing the real story.”

Immer, “Metaphorically Tougher To Put Down Than Climbing Everest. Mark Sinnott’s The Third
Pole is a welcome addition to the accumulating books thatdocument the challenge and insanity
that accompany those who accept the allure of climbing Mount Everest. As a Flatlander who has
been atop ten of Colorado’s 14-teeners, it’s always amazed me that the Everest base camps are
over three thousand feet higher than where I’ve been. That’s like three more “Sears” Towers
higher to put it in perspective.Synnott does a great job addressing all the concerns of reaching
the top of Everest, as well as building his story around the last attempt by George Mallory and
Sandy Irvine in 1924. The author documents the current fools rush toward the summit that
inevitably runs the death toll ever higher on this highest of mountains, something that dulled any
interest of his in Everest, until a quest was launched to find George Mallory’s partner, Sandy
Irvine, and possibly the camera that might have confirmed the two had reached the summit, or
not.Their expedition is to Everest’s North Face, which means red tape galore as they had to
secure permits from China, in particular for the drones they intend to bring along to aid in the
search for Irvine. Background information is included about Mallory and Irvine, that fleshes out
their personalities, personal relationships and skills, as well as the teams to which Mallory and



Irvine were members, as well as Synnott’s own team. Synnott also informs the reader how his
own adventures wrecked his first marriage, and the Everest expedition put a strain on his
second.Synnott does a nice job in explaining the difference between the South face of Everest,
which includes the Khumbu icefall and its inherent dangers, and the culminating Conga line that
forms, where climbers are forced to wait in line in the “Death Zone” (above 8,000 meters). The
North face, though not having the recurrent nightmare of many trips through the Khumbu icefall,
has its own problems, in particularly the “Second Step” that creates a bottleneck similar to the
waiting points on the southern route. The author provides the reader with the litany of woes that
accompany each climber as they are not only pushed toward the end of their endurance, but
how the ordeal is extended by these human caused delays.The author provides background
information on the personalities responsible for surveying the region and measuring the height of
Everest. He supplies the reader with the plight of the Sherpas, not only their work loads, but their
pecking orders and how a successful summit of Everest can change their lives for the better.
Synnott also introduces a cast of characters from other expeditions, their lives, successes and
failures and everything in between.It’s been a while since I’ve had a real page turner in front of
me. Mark Synnott’s The Third Pole was a book I had trouble putting down. I enthusiastically give
the book the highest rating and recommend it to anyone interested in adventure, mountaineering
in general, and Everest in particular.”

w, “The more things change…. The seductive power of insatiable curiosity. Temptation. Love.
Fidelity. The insecurities that drive nationalism and geo-politics. Greed. The yin and yang of
ego. Folly. Arrogance. Racial/social superiority. Colonial legacies. Income inequality.
Environmental degradation. Ambition. Compromise. The limits of human compassion. Grit.
Determination. Skill. Planning. Preparation. Technology. Community. Teamwork. A should
read on so many levels: better than almost any oversimplified management book I’ve ever read;
great for the religious; a tale of suspense and survival. Recounts a 2019 adventure about finding
the body of Sandy Irvine and physical evidence that he and George Mallory [whose body was
found in 1999] and thus the British, were indeed the first to reach the summit of Everest in 1924.
Well researched, told with journalistic flair but never going down the rabbit hole of bad
taste.NOTE: Not a book about the technical aspects of mountain climbing. He sketches it in
and compares it to what's known today making achievements of the past even more remarkable,
but he pitches the book to those who are not nor ever will be climbers. Have read this book
twice now.  Elegiac.”

10538, “Good book to join panoply on enduring Everest mystery. Interesting read focussed on
new technologies which may reveal the truth behind the Mallory/Irvine mystery.... BTW Mark
Inglis is a New Zealander not an Aussie”

Tim Chapman, “A great all round view of Everest. I find marks writing really easy to read. I really



enjoyed the way he gives such a detailed history of the mountain while weaving it into his own
experience. I shared most of the author view on Everest while I'm not sure my views have fully
changed I understand people's reasons for climbing it better.A great book and one I highly
recommend.”

Sameer Kumar, “Interesting and well written, but the Mallory and Irvine bit is simply bait-and-
switch. This is a very good book, no question about that. A solid, well written and interesting
story of the author's journey to the top of Chomolungma. However, the tagline used on the
book's cover ("My Everest Climb to Find the Truth about Mallory and Irvine") is a bit of a sham.
Once on the mountain, the author barely makes any effort to "find the truth," going just a 100 odd
feet off the rope and spending maybe a hour or less to look for Irvine's remains.However, that
the book has nothing new on Mallory and Irvine (except a lot of conjecture and wishful
romanticizing), takes nothing away from the fact that's it's still a pretty good book - one that tells
a great story and is an enjoyable read. Highly recommended ”

JR, “Incredible read!. This book was incredible! Truly fascinating history of climbing on Everest. It
is also quite shocking and horrifying to read the accounts of modern day climbers who succumb
on the mountain as well. Be sure to watch the doc that Renan Ozturk filmed as well! Truly
extraordinary!”

Scott vanderveer, “Woah. Really good book. Would listen to again. It's beefy, full of knowledge
and full of entertainment.”

The book by Mark Synnott has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 695 people have provided feedback.
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